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Title: Hopply 
Developer: Clayburger 
Release Date: August 29th, 2020 (IOS/Android) 
Platforms: Mobile, tablets 
Price: Freemium 
Website: clayburger.com 
Availability: App Store and Google Play 
Languages: Czech, Slovak, English 
File Size: ~200 MB App Store,  ~70 MB Google Play 
Press Contact: info@clayburger.com 
Social Media: Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn 

“Become the master jumper of all time.” 
Hopply 

GAME HOPPLY

EASY, CATCHY,  PLATFORMER GAME FROM CLAY. 

Become the master jumper of all time. Hooply! It is a 2D casual platformer game 
with handmade graphics from clay. Clay makes the specific and quirky 
atmosphere of the game. Simple and catchy gameplay tests your patience, tactics 
and timing skills. Collect as many gold nuggets as you can and unlock new 
themes. Game always rewards you with new catchy quests and avatars you can 
play with. 

ABOUT THE GAME

Hopply is a little explorer. He often travels alone, but sometimes he gets 
on the path of an adventure in which he finds new friends. Hopply passes 
through various lands that are hard to imagine. Along the way, he faces a 
number of obstacles and enemies. He must gradually avoid them in order 
to get his magic flower. And now, our first common plasticine adventure 
can begin. 

GAME FEATURES

Easy to play 
Unique graphic from clay 
Test patience and observation 
Easy to start, difficult to master 
Quirky playing game environment and avatars 
Many catchy tasks and rewards 
Unique music created only by human voice 
Diverse badasses 
Random generated levels 

https://twitter.com/ClayburgerGames?s=20
https://www.facebook.com/clayburgergames
https://www.linkedin.com/company/clayburger-s-r-o
https://www.clayburger.com/
https://apps.apple.com/az/app/hopply/id1475124288
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.clayburger.hopply&hl=en_US


Special levels 
You will never play the same game twice 
Every month new theme and avatars 

CLAYBURGER STUDIO

Clayburger is a small game studio based in Prague in Czech republic. We are a 
team made by enthusiastic people who really love games and tech. We also love 
independence and freedom, that is why we have members of our team in the 
whole Czech republic a Slovakia. We want to create simple casual games that 
are easy to play and hard to master. Unique feature of our work is that we 
create games from plasticine. Creating a game from plasticine from A to Z is an 
extremely demanding and very laborious process. Much of the preparation 
takes place on the "desk" and then on the computer. Hopply is our first original 
title released for Android and IOS devices currently this year 2020. We believe 
that our games will be loved by the gaming community, especially platformer 
lovers. 

GAME SCREENSHOTS







GAME ARTWORKS





CLAYBURGER LOGO

www.clayburger.com
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